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What is Quiet Leadership? 



Susan Cain’s TEDTalk





Quiet Leadership Spectrum



Quiet Leadership
“It's different from being shy. Shyness is about fear of 
social judgment. Introversion is more about, how do you 
respond to stimulation, including social stimulation. So 
extroverts really crave large amounts of stimulation, whereas 
introverts feel at their most alive and their most switched-
on and their most capable when they're in quieter, more low-
key environments. Not all the time — these things aren't 
absolute — but a lot of the time. So the key then to 
maximizing our talents is for us all to put ourselves in the 
zone of stimulation that is right for us.” - S. Cain



How are you a Quiet Leader?
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Examples of quiet leaders







Values assessment



Journaling
When doing group work, what do I do well? (strengths of QL)

What do I need from my group?

When do I show this style?

How do my identities influence how I show up as a Quiet 
Leader? 

Would I be characterized as a QL?



Goal Setting

How will you harness your power as a Quiet Leader?



Sample Strategies



One Word Check-In

How are you feeling about being or supporting a 
Quiet Leader?
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